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Panel Overview:
 An interactive forum for discussion of the broad mission
capabilities and utility that are enabled by emerging small
satellite system architectures, component technologies,
design methodologies, and concepts of operation. The panel
will also explore markets that are currently under-served,
applications and services needed by government, business,
and commercial operators and consumers, and what
obstacles currently prevent their full realization.
 Discussion topics include:





Small Satellite Popularity – Needs or Economics Driven
The Search for New Missions
The New U.S. Space Policy
The Proposal for a “Single Export Licensing Agency”
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Panel Ground Rules:
 Panel members will be challenged to provide candid
views and insight based upon their varied interests and
unique backgrounds as industry visionaries, developers
and users.
 Panelists are asked to express their convictions on each issue,
including supporting reason & logic, with clarity and passion.
 The opinions expressed in this panel represent those of the
panelists and may not represent the opinions of their agencies
or employers.
 After the initial round of questions and answers, panelists are
free to interrupt other panelists to make a point – an active
dialog is the objective.
 The moderator is allowed to take all sides.
August 10, 2010
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Audience Participation
 As before we are using an Audience Feedback Device
 Buttons to select Answers A-E
 Remove the Battery Tab (if not already pulled)
 Activate the unit

 When a question is projected you will have ~15
seconds to register your vote
 You may change your vote in the 15 second period
 The system will only register one vote per device

 After you vote, the system will project the results of
the poll
August 10, 2010
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Panelist Biographies
 Captain Paul Werner :
 A native of San Diego, Captain Paul Werner attended the University of Utah on
an NROTC scholarship, earning a Bachelor of Science degree in physics. Capt.
Werner was designated a Naval Flight Officer in 1981 and completed two
Western Pacific/Indian Ocean deployments aboard the USS Ranger and USS
Kittyhawk with Air Antisubmarine Squadron Thirty-Three (VS-33).
 Captain Werner attended the Naval Postgraduate School from 1986 to 1988
where he earned a Master of Science degree in Physics. He then served in the
CNO's Military Research Associate Program assigned to Sandia National Lab in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Captain Werner finished his formal education in
May 1991, earning a Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from the University of New
Mexico, specializing in pulsed power and plasma physics.
 In 2007, Captain Werner joined the Navy Reserve Science and Technology
Program and served as the Commanding Officer of the Naval Research Lab
headquarters unit. He was recalled to active duty in May 2010 to serve as the
Technical Director for the Operationally Responsive Space (ORS) Rapid
Response Space Works (RRSW) at Kirtland AFB.
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Panelist Biographies
 Mr. Chris McCormick:

 Founder and President of Broad Reach Engineering, which he started
assuming that starting a company would be easier than Aerospace
engineering. Broad Reach was started in order to develop and supply
flight solutions to Principal Investigators, experimentalists, and the
needs of high end, high capability products for space missions.
 Chris is an Aerospace and Ocean Engineer from Virginia Tech (Go
Hokies!). Early in his career, Chris had stints with RF communications
avionics for the Australian F-18 Hornet; FAA's Airport Surveillance
Radars, and Mutual Broadcasting's digital broadcast technologies. Chris
has also worked with DARPA's Advanced Space Technology Program's
flight product developments, and spacecraft developments for
Spectrum Astro.
 Chris has been a part of many mission teams that have supplied over
two dozen spacecraft for LEO, GEO, Lunar and Mars missions and he has
been a perennial attendee and strong sponsor of this conference.
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Panelist Biographies
 Mr. Joseph Dezio:
 Explorers Deputy Program Manager within the Explorers and
Heliophysics Projects Division at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC). In that role since November 2001 he leads a group of
experienced engineers, administrative, and business people in
managing numerous Explorer missions such as THEMIS, AIM, IBEX,
WISE, NuSTAR, Swift, and ASTRO-E&H, and for a time he served in the
dual role as the Swift Project Manager.
 Mr. Dezio received a B.S. Degree in Engineering Science from Oakland
University, Rochester Michigan in 1967 and came to NASA Goddard
from the Physics Department of that institution in 1969.
 Over the course of his 40 years at Goddard (29 years in project and
Program management) Mr. Dezio has received numerous performance
and group awards and both the NASA medal for Exceptional Service in
1997and the NASA medal for Outstanding Leadership in 2006.
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Panelist Biographies
 Mr. Arturo Guerrero:
 North America / Central America Sales & Marketing, RapidEye.
 Based in Washington D.C., Mr. Guerrero’s activities involve new
business development and marketing for RapidEye through Canada,
USA, Mexico and Central America. Previously, Arturo has held
numerous technology, marketing and sales leadership positions. As
Regional Manager for ISTAR, Astrium, EADS, he developed and
commercialized information products for the telecommunication
market.
 Arturo has degrees in Photogrammetry, Land Surveying and Geography.
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ISSUE #1
Small Satellite Popularity – Needs Driven
Mission Solution or Simply Their Economics?
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Small Satellites – Needs or Economics?
 Small satellites have proven their potential in
scientific, commercial and military missions and their
attractiveness continues to grow, but the question
remains – is this a mission needs driven outcome, or
simply the economics of such satellites?
 The global economic downturn and resultant budget
uncertainties may have created an ‘opportunity space’ for
small satellite systems to gain broader acceptance, but in
what applications and for what purposes?
 Today, more than ever, spacecraft system buyers must
focus their limited resources on delivering solutions that
meet mission and customer needs.
August 10, 2010
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Panelist Questions
 Capt. Paul Werner : The Operationally Responsive Space Office
was established to provide assured space power, focused on timely
satisfaction of the joint force commander's needs, and in practice ,
has relied on smaller satellites and smaller boosters to quickly get
those capabilities into the hands of the warfighter. Is that because
smaller satellites better meet the needs of the warfighter or is it
largely a budget driven reality?
 Chris McCormick: BRE is supporting a U.S. startup firm GeoOptics
LLC in its plan to build and launch six Earth-observing satellites to
collect GPS radio occultation weather and climate data on satellites
with a mass of ~30 kg each. Similar question – is this a needs or
cost driven decision or is there another factor that drove the
architecture decision?
August 10, 2010
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Panelist Questions
 Joseph Dezio: NASA recently published a pair of small satellite
related procurements - the Franklin Small Satellite Subsystem
Technology and the Edison Small Satellite Demonstration programs
- both of which are intended to advance small satellite technologies
starting in GFY 2011. What is the catalyst for these programs? Is it
a recognition of the unique mission capabilities of such systems or
a cost-driven initiative to foster more frequent science missions?
 Arturo Guerrero: RapidEye is one of a few early adopters of small
satellites for a commercial application. In the words of Space
News, small satellites enabled a “Big Vision” in commercial remote
sensing at RapidEye. Do you attribute that more to their cost or
the unique capabilities enabled by a constellation of smaller
spacecraft?
August 10, 2010
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Audience Question - #1
 What is the predominate driver for the growth in the
number of small satellite missions today?
 In your estimation, is it…
A. Unique mission needs driven capabilities they offer?
B. The economics of such systems, i.e., their lower overall
system cost?
C. A combination of the two factors?
D. Neither – There is another leading driver for their
popularity?

 Audience – Vote Now
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Poll the Panel
 Is the audience correct? If not, where are they going
wrong in their assessment?
 Capt. Paul Werner …
 Joseph Dezio…
 Chris McCormick…
 Arturo Guerrero…
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Lightning Round Question
 At this conference we typically hear more from
suppliers than Customers. Please give me a 60
second response to this question:
 What can we do to best draw out customer needs to create
more demand-side pull rather than technology-push in the
small satellite industry?





Chris McCormick…
Joseph Dezio…
Capt. Werner …
Arturo Guerrero…
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The Search for New Missions
 In our conference theme, we suggested that
visionaries must bring their newest ideas and
technologies forward to enable future missions.
We’ve already mentioned one such application –
GPS radio occultation for weather & climate data,
which was pioneered on COSMIC-1/FormoSat-3.
 Looking to the Future – What New Missions Might be
Enabled by Small Satellites? What mission areas offer the
greatest prospects?
 Let’s ask our audience then challenge our panel to get a
sense of each other’s respective needs and capabilities.
¹ High Frontier, Vol. 1, No. 4; 2005
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Audience Question - #2
 In What Mission Area Will the Next Killer Application for Small
Satellites be Found? Is it…
A. Communications –
Store-&-Forward, Telephony, Data Relay, Internet Router
B. Earth Observation –
Imaging, Science, and/or Weather & Climate
C. Space Science –
Astrophysics, Heliophysics, and Planetary Exploration
D. Technology Maturation –
Prototypes, Development and Validation
E. Other – The Killer Applications will be found in a new mission area

 Audience – Vote Now
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Panelist Questions
 Depending upon the scoring…
 If Communications – ask Chris McCormick
 If Earth Observation – ask Arturo Guerrero
 If Space Science – ask Joseph Dezio
 If Technology Maturation – Ask Capt. Paul Werner

 Follow-up to other panelists
 Which would they choose and why?
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Audience Question - #3
 What is the leading factor that makes small satellites
attractive?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Low cost enabling a reduced barrier to entry?
A value proposition large space systems cannot match?
Both of the above?
None of the above?

 Audience – Vote Now
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Poll the Panel
 The audience thinks it is …
 Panelists: What do you believe is the leading factor
that makes small satellites attractive? And in your
answer, please describe what you consider to be
their ‘value proposition’.
 Joseph Dezio…
 Arturo Guerrero…
 Chris McCormick…
 Capt. Paul Werner …
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Lightning Round Question
 For a fixed budget, how should small satellite
producers approach the cost/risk/performance
trade?
 Build highest performance design taking greater system
risks, e.g., using COTS electronics with limited qualification
testing?
 Build lowest risk design for budget, i.e., using flight-proven
electronics, designs, and/or redundancy.?
 Focus on increasing system coverage and redundancy buy
building as many smaller satellites as the budget allows?
 Alternate tact?
August 10, 2010
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ISSUE #3
The New U.S. Space Policy – Is America
Poised to Reassert its Leadership
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National Space Policy of the U.S.
 On June 28th, 2010, President Obama issued a new National
Space Policy that stated, among other things,
 “The United States hereby renews its pledge of cooperation [in space]
in the belief that with strengthened international collaboration and
reinvigorated U.S. leadership, all nations and peoples—space-faring and
space-benefiting—will find their horizons broadened, their knowledge
enhanced, and their lives greatly improved.”
 In that policy he also laid out several principals one of which recognized
the right of all nations to “explore and use space for peaceful purposes,
and for the benefit of all humanity, in accordance with international
law.”
 It bears noting that within that principal, President Obama defined
“peaceful purposes” as allowing for space to be used for national and
homeland security activities.
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U.S. Space Policy Goals
 The United States will pursue the following goals in
its national space programs to:
 Energize competitive domestic industries …
 Expand international cooperation…
 Strengthen stability in space…
 Increase assurance and resilience of mission-essential
functions…
 Pursue human and robotic initiatives…, and
 Improve space-based Earth and solar observation…
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Panelist Questions
 Chris McCormick:
 The first of these goals to “Energize competitive domestic industries”
speaks to “greater participation in global markets and the advancement
of satellite manufacturing; satellite-based services; and increased
entrepreneurship.”
 What improvements in the marketplace for space electronics does
Broad Reach Engineering expect to see?

 Arturo Guerrero:
 A second goal is to “expand international cooperation on mutually
beneficial space activities” that include furthering the peaceful use of
space and enhance collection and partnership in sharing of spacederived information.
 Does this open new doors for Rapid Eye's imaging service or,
potentially, for new competitors to RapidEye?
August 10, 2010
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Panelist Questions
 Joseph Dezio:
 Another of these goals to “pursue human and robotic initiatives”
includes efforts to inspire all nations to increase humanity’s
understanding of the Earth, enhance scientific discovery, and explore
our universe beyond.
 Does this policy breath new life into NASA’s smaller space missions as
well as human space flight?

 Capt. Paul Werner:
 A fourth goal calls for “Increased assurance and resilience of missionessential functions” enabled by commercial and national security
spacecraft as a guard against infrastructure disruption regardless of the
cause.
 Does this policy open the door for a commercial ORS initiative, i.e., is
there a new Tier 4?
August 10, 2010
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Audience Question - #4
 What are your impressions of the new U.S. Space
Policy – is it…
A. Bold & Fresh – Offering exciting new prospects for the
future
B. Old and Worn – Restating long-held principals and
objectives
C. Status Quo – With a little of both
D. I haven’t Read the Policy or Don’t Care

 Audience – Vote Now
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ISSUE #4
ITAR – Finally Change We Can Believe In?
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“Single Licensing Agency”
 National Security Adviser James Jones recently
announced the creation of a new and independent
agency that will merge all export licensing activities
under a board of directors reporting to the
president. The move is part of the Obama
administration’s sweeping effort to overhaul the
nation’s outdated export control system, seen by
many as a Cold War relic. Jones stressed that a
modernized export control system is critical to
national security and emphasized that, “There is no
national security without economic security.”
August 10, 2010
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Panelist Questions:
 Chris McCormick:

 Arturo Guerrero

 Does Broad Reach have any
export sales and do you think
this will lead to an improved
export market?

August 10, 2010

 Is the prospect of a relaxed
ITAR environment good
news as a foreign system
operator?
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Panelist Questions:
 Joseph Dezio:
 NASA Administrator Charles
Bolden and Asst. Administrator
Michael O’Brien have been on
the road recently promoting
cooperation with “nontraditional partner countries”
and particularly Muslim majority
nations like Saudi Arabia,
Indonesia, the UAE, Egypt and
Malaysia. Does this activity
portend a new opening for
emergent space nations around
the globe to work in partnership
with NASA on missions of mutual
interest?
August 10, 2010
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 Does the proposed single
export control list; single
export licensing agency;
single export enforcement
coordination agency; and
single coordinated
information technology
infrastructure still give you
comfort that the “Crown
Jewels” will still be
protected?
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Audience Question - #4
 On a scale of 1 to 10, one being no effective change
in the ITAR rules and 10 being metaphysical change
in the rules, what will be the degree of change if a
new “Single Licensing Agency” is adopted?
 Is it…
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

1 to 2
3 to 4
5 to 6
7 to 8
9 to 10

 Audience – Vote Now
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Poll the Panel
 Is the audience correct? If not, what is your score?
 Capt. Paul Werner …
 Joseph Dezio…
 Chris McCormick…
 Arturo Guerrero…
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CLOSING PREDICTIONS
Prospects for expansion of the small satellite
market
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Panelist Predictions:
 Looking forward, are you more optimistic, more
pessimistic, or undecided about the prospects for
expansion of the small satellite market?
 I ask you…
 Joseph Dezio
 Arturo Guerrero
 Capt. Paul Werner
 Chris McCormick
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Thanks to our Panelists
No Photo
Available

 Delivering assured space power,
for the timely satisfaction of the
joint force commander's needs

 Developing and supplying high
end, high quality products &
solutions for space missions

 Expanding our horizons and
exploring the bounds of science
for the benefit of humanity

 Imaging over three million
square kilometers of the Earth
each day at <6.5m resolution
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THANKS TO THE AUDIENCE AS WELL!
As you leave the session, please turn in your
audience feedback devices.
We’ll now take a break until 4:15 p.m.
The McLogan Group - 2010
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